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Of Signs and Signified
For her complex photo series, the Indian artist collaborates with her indigenous protagonists
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Two insects squat on the ground, one cuts herbs, the other reaches for a tomato. In other photos, a badger 
treats a sick woman, a cobra weighs onions. In truth, of course, all of these are people. They wear animal 
masks, and in other images, white-faced human masks. For her Acts of Appearance series, begun in 2015, 
Gauri Gill worked with indigenous papier-mâché artists from Jawhar, one of the poorest areas of the Indian 
state of Maharashtra. If you think away the masks, they are rather unspectacular scenes, as is typical for Gill, 
who was born in Chandigarh in 1970 and originally worked as a photojournalist. Through the masks, 
however, the everyday settings become a kind of stage, the banal actions turn into a demonstrative act. 
Artistic traditions play just as much a role in these photographs as aspects of showing and concealing. The 
protagonists remain anonymous. By concealing their faces, they often elude attributions based on bias.

The black-and-white series Fields of Sight, which has been created together with the indigenous artist 
Rajesh Vangad since 2013, also demonstrates Gill's efforts to overcome the distance between photographer 
and photographed through cooperation. They show Vangad, who belongs to the Warli community and is the 
third generation to practice their traditional form of art, in his hometown of Ganjad - and at the same time 
form the background for his delicate, sign-like teeming drawings, which depict everyday occurrences but also 
address the threat to the Warli's livelihood posed by environmental pollution and displacement. One looks at 
it and through it, gains impressions from different perspectives.

For more than 20 years, Gauri Gill has been exploring the lifestyles of marginalized population groups in 
India's rural regions. At the center of her work, which the SCHIRN is presenting in a large survey exhibition 
with 200 images, is the long-term project Notes from the Desert, for which she regularly travels to the 
hinterlands of Rajasthan, a remote world where women often keep to themselves. Gill formed friendships 
without which her quiet, concentrated photographs would not have been taken. This empathic relationship is 
particularly palpable in the poetically enraptured group of works Jannat, which documents the life of a young 
girl and her family. The fact that these series of images are also always concerned with social aspects, with 
resistance and precarious realities of life in a society permeated by rigid social hierarchies, but that this is 
never displayed in a striking manner but rather implicitly conveyed, is what makes these works so complex 
and touching. 


